
NRG-II.1

[Wilson1975,  p.777]

[Wilson1975, p.776]

[Wilson1975, p.778]

Fundamental RG concepts:

Importance of energy scale separation: 

Goal: resolve splittings at smallest scales"! [Wilson1975, p. 812]

•

Logarithmic discretization: interpretation -- energy space vs. real space

[Krishna-murthy1980a, p.1007]

•

integrate out high energies, get renormalized H○

truncate○

rescale○

RG transformation:   [Wilson1975, p. 816] •

general idea○

Kondo model fixed points: - local moment

                                      - strong coupling

○

even/odd iterations [Wilson1975, p. 820]○

Fixed points •

RG flow - railroad tracks [Wilson1975, p. 809]•

Deviations from fixed point [Wilson1975, p. 820]                   •

[strongly recommended: read Wilson1975  !]

1. General RG ideas

NRG II: General RG concepts, fixed-point spectra
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Why map 'star geometry' to 'chain geometry'  ?

Why logarithmic discretization?

The occurrence of                      terms in perturbation theory indicates that 'all energy scales are 

equally important' (there is no characteristic energy scale which dominates).

independent of          !  [Wilson1975, p. 774]

So, we must collect contributions from all scales, no matter how small!

Logarithmic discretization achieves that: all intervals make similar contributions:

Why integrate from high to low energies? [Wilson1975, p. 812]

Consider a general Hamiltonian of the hierarchical form 

with 

Then one should not diagonalize all terms 'at the same time', but instead first,        then      , then       …

Reason: suppose we have only 95% accuracy for each step, and suppose

If we first diagonalize        , then we can compute matrix elements                          with error

hence with an absolute error of                 , so energy splittings due to         are known with error

(          times smaller than              ).      By contrast, if we diagonalize                    together, their levels 

are known with an accuracy of               Thus the error would              (    times larger than            ).

Moral: always treat high energies before low energies!

hole 
excitations

particle 
excitations

energy 

Star geometry:

Chain geometry: 
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The coupling of each interval           with impurity  'renormalizes' it, as described by unitary 

transformation from old to new basis,       

In star geometry, every new site couples to original impurity site, requiring

to be evaluated. Errors accumulate: inaccuracies of early iteration affect

impurity-bath coupling at later iterations (because impurity itself is renormalized at each step).

In chain geometry, by contrast, every new site couples only to previous site, and these site-to-site 

couplings can be computed very accurately (since star-to-chain mapping is a single-particle problem).

What is nature of basis states in star and chain geometries? [Krishna-murthy1980a, p. 1007]

In star geometry, each            state is localized in energy around          , 

1/(energy spread)

In chain geometry, each          state has energy                     , 

with energy spread                 , and spatial extent

off-diagonal elements of chain Hamiltonian

with energy spread                       . In real space, corresponding

wavefunction                   is peaked at             , with radial extent

small 

large
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[Wilson1975, Sec VIII]; [Krishna-murthy1980a, Sec. III]

NRG-II.2

Wilson chain of length N has Hamiltonian

Define                               , then for large         we have:

(NRG-I.3.18)

Therefore, lowest energy splitting of              is 

coupling between sites N-1 and N

To iteratively resolve this splitting, define a sequence of rescaled Hamiltonians:

chosen to make true ground state energy of equal to zero

then lowest energy splittings in spectrum of           are            . [Henceforth tildes indicate rescaled quantities.]

Eq. (4) implies a recursion relation:

rescale enlarge system set ground-state energy to zero

Symbolic notation: 

denotes RG-transformation (7)

Question: what happens under repeated applications of           ? Answer: system flows to a fixed point!

Fixed point Hamiltonian satisfies

More precisely: for Wilson chains,        does not have fixed points, but             (two RG steps) does:

in the sense that the eigenspectrum of            and matrix elements of          remain invariant.

2. NRG iteration scheme from RG perspective
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NRG-II.3

Key insight by Wilson: fixed points of                           and                      can be understood        

in terms of the fixed points of the free(!)-electron Hamiltonian, 

The eigenvalues of          can be found by diagonalizing a (N+1)x(N+1)-dimensional matrix, with non-

zero matrix elements only just above and below the diagonal:

Particle-hole symmetry implies that eigenvalues come in degenerate pairs,            . They are given by

even:

odd:

For

As           increases, they approach limiting values:

Not surprising, since          is rescaled version of a discretized Hamiltonian with diagonal elements          

. Concretely, for                   , the fixed-point values are: [Krishna-murthy1980a]       

Spectrum for N+1 = even

Diagonalized form of          is 

The many-body spectrum consists of combinations of these excitations: 

largeeven:

odd:

For
large

At the fixed point, each  takes its fixed-point value (depicted here   ) 

and             describes hole-like excitation: removing particle with energy

Here            describes particle-like excitation: adding particle with energy 

3.  Uncoupled bath Hamiltonian: fixed points
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The lowest-lying excitations at fixed-point spectrum of 'even fixed point' of           , say                 :

Spectrum for N+1 = odd

The lowest-lying excitations at fixed-point spectrum of 'odd fixed point' of           , say                  :

energy                     degeneracy

energy                     degeneracy

At the fixed point, each  point value (depicted here   ) 

Diagonalized form of          is 

The only (but important) difference to N+1 = even is the occurrence of 

a zero-energy level:                . All four ways of filling it (empty; spin-

up; spin-down; double-occupied) yield the same energy. Hence every 

many-particle excitation is four-fold degenerate.

At the fixed point, each  takes its fixed-point value (depicted here   ) 
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NRG-II.4

since

Rescaled Hamiltonian: 

The Kondo model has two fixed points, corresponding to                      and 
                    

(i) Free 'local moment' (LM) fixed point  (              )

Has the same spectrum as               , with doubled degeneracy (due to two impurity states       ,      )

even:  (3.6)

odd:    (3.8)

For

(ii) Strong-coupling (SC) fixed point  (                 )

To minimize effect of exchange coupling, all low-energy states have 

i.e. impurity and site 0 form a singlet. Thus                                                  , since hopping to or

from site 0 would break the singlet! Hence:

even:  (3.8)

odd:    (3.6)

For

[Wilson1975, Section VIII]

[Eqs. from NRG-II.3]

[Eqs. from NRG-II.3]

Fixed-point Hamiltonians: 

Fixed-point Hamiltonians: 

(no magnetic field,             

at symmetry point,                  )             

4. Kondo model: fixed points and RG flow
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What happens for general coupling      ?

The low-energy spectrum of                                evolves ('flows') with        , flowing from 

                                              .  

Wilson's railroad analogy  [Wilson1975, p.809]

degeneracies match Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10)

multiplet degeneracy

state degeneracy

Odd iterations

Even iterations

Kondo model:
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(no magnetic field,             ) NRG-II.5

[Krishna-murthy1980a, Sec. III]

Free-orbital (FO) fixed point

If                                 , impurity is decoupled from bath

and all four impurity states are degenerate.

Fixed-point Hamiltonians: 

degeneracy = 

Local moment (LM) fixed point

If                             and                       , 

impurity contains single electron behaving as a 

local moment, with two degenerate spin states.

Fixed-point Hamiltonians: 

degeneracy = 

Strong-coupling (SC) fixed point

For                      at fixed             , 

site zero couple so strongly to impurity that it decouples from bath, changing its parity.

Fixed-point Hamiltonians: 

5. SI Anderson model: fixed points and RG flow
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RG flow for                  (for N+1=even)

[Krishna-murthy1980a]

No local moment forms, since there is no regime where                           . However, if 

we have                                           , so site 0 again decouples, so flow is again toward 

The fact that the level structures of            ,            and           show up as regions of near-stationarity,

proves numerically that these are fixed points! Crossover from even-type        levels to odd-type       levels

proves screening, i.e. singlet-formation between impurity and site 0.

RG flow for                  (for N+1=even)

[Krishna-murthy1980a]
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